Tulip Anaerobic Transfer
Decant Stand ™
Quick Start Instructions

Anaerobic transfers are used to prepare and transfer extracted tissue for fat re-injection. Transfers incorporating the Decant Stand feature can also act as a syringe stand keeping your syringe upright allowing for a gentle, natural gravity decant. Decanting and transfer should take place in the sterile field.

Please read package inserts prior to use.

1. After harvesting tissue, attach the transfer to the harvesting syringe and stand the transfer on its base. Gravity will cause the tissue and fluid to separate.

2. Expel the fluid for disposal.

3. The decanted tissue is ready to transfer.

4. To fill an injection syringe, attach it to the connection in the base of the stand.

5. Draw off the desired amount of tissue into the injection syringe by gently pulling on the plunger.

6. Repeat steps 4 through 5 to create additional injection syringes.